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It’s no secret why so many
people nationwide consider
Accelerated Logistics

as their expert vehicle

transportation partner...
Shouldn’t you?
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Whether you're looking for standard transport service or
have a special requirement, Accelerated Logistics
guarantees a service to meet your specific needs.

Flexible transport solutions >>
One size definitely does not fit all. Sure, in most cases our
standard open carrier service is perfectly fine however,
there are situations when you may need or want your
vehicle delivered more expediently or where an enclosed
carrier is better suited for your vehicle. Not to worry, our
flexible transport solutions provide a level of service to
meet your specific needs whatever they may be. We offer
both open and enclosed carrier service in; “Standard”,
“Expedient” and “Select” service coast-to-coast. If you
are unsure as to which service works best for you, consult
with one of our Transport Specialist at the time of your
order and they can help pick a service that's just right for
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Standard Open Service:
Most auto transports are processed through our
“Standard Open Truck” service. Your vehicle(s) will load
on the next available truck.

It could be a fleet of vehicles, one vehicle or a complicated
“trade”. Without a doubt, the transportation company you
choose to handle your move makes a difference.
Accelerated Logistics understands that your transport
needs can be complex and tricky at times. That doesn't
mean it can't be done. Intricate and expedient Logistics
are our specialty.
One, five, one hundred or more, we specialize in working
with companies like yours as a partner to develop a
customized transport program that meets their specific
needs and requirements. Accelerated Logistics will create
a solution you'll be happy with -- you have enough to worry
about let us take the headache out of moving your vehicles.
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We know your business...
If you're a Dealer, Auction / Fleet Manger or even an
Athletic Team Manager we understand the uniqueness of
your industry and realize your needs are different than
everyone else's

Our Experience >>
Our Sr. Management team possesses over 50 years of
combined industry related experience…now that's
knowledge! We feel this level of experience is vital in order
to truly provide our clients with the expertise necessary
when moving their precious and valuable cargo.
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Feel at ease that your vehicle(s) will be handled by a fully
insured, federally licensed and permitted vehicle
transportation company. So relax…whether you're moving
a fleet of cars or just one we promise when you choose
Accelerated Logistics as your premier transport company
you'll be glad that you did. That's because you'll always
receive prompt and professional service during your entire
transport order from start to finish and your vehicle(s) will
be loaded, transported and unloaded at its final destination
with great care and always on time. You can count on it!
Convenient on-line processing and tracking systems >>
With so many details involved with transporting vehicles
the right way, it takes more than logistics know-how to run
a successful transport company. To be the best it takes
organization, accuracy and great attention to details.
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“Select” Service:
Sometimes even our “expedient” service is not quite fast
enough for you. That's okay. When that situation arises
just let us know. Because we offer a premium “Select
service to help you meet an extremely tight deadline.
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“Expedient” Service:
Regardless if you're transporting your vehicle(s) via open
or enclosed truck you may need us to expedite your order
very quickly.
No Sweat! Accelerated Logistics
understands your business - that's why we specialize in
tailoring our services to meet your specific needs.
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Why Choose Accelerated Logistics?
There are many reasons why you should choose
Accelerated Logistics. Our reputation alone is built on
many years of trust, reliability and a track record that
speaks for itself. But don't just take our word for it-- we're
pleased to provide you with references upon request at any
time.
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What sets us apart from other transport companies? Our
strong logistical skills, expertise and willingness to always
work hard for your business! Although we specialize in
customized programs geared towards multi-vehicle / fleet
moves we also pride ourselves on our capabilities in
moving “that” one vehicle point-to-point quickly and with
care.
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Premium Enclosed Service:
In some cases you may have a special vehicle or a show car
you'd like to transport. If so, let us know our enclosed
carrier service is exactly what you'll need. Protect your
precious cargo from the outside elements while giving
yourself the piece of mind that your auto is getting the
extra TLC it needs.

Accelerated Logistics is a nationally recognized
auto transport service. In addition to our own carrier
resources (Accelerated Services LLC) we have
access to a large resource pool of pre-screened and
qualified transportation partners in order to meet your
specific transportation needs.
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It’s no secret why so many people nationwide consider Accelerated Logistics
as their expert vehicle transportation partner...shouldn’t you?

Not only do we know (really know) how to transport
vehicles, we do it well! All vehicles we transport are done
safely securely and in a timely manner. We understand
what your concerns are, that's why we take the extra step
in making sure that your experience with Accelerated
Logistics is always pleasant and hassle-free.
Our Expertise >>
Our Logistic Engineers are what really set us apart.
Although we move multiple vehicles everyday we're
considered the experts in our field when it comes to
creating the logistics required for moving just one vehicle
quickly and as efficiently as possible. We tailor our logistics
to meet YOUR specific needs. In a bind? Have a
complicated transport requirement? Piece of cake -- we
deal with unique and complex moves all the time, it's our
specialty. While other transportation companies may shy
away from single vehicle or tricky moves or worse yet take
your vehicle but let it sit due to their inability to move it
we're always happy to work out the necessary details in
order to move your vehicle on-time.
Our team >>
Our team of Transport Specialists and Logistics Engineers
are fully trained and professional; our drivers are always
safe and courteous. We strive to give our customers the
superior service and satisfaction they deserve!
Our integrity >>
There are so many details involved with a move or sale of a
vehicle the last thing you need to worry about is the actual
transport of your car. You need a company you can trust,
one you can depend on and know will get the job done
safely and secure just as promised…Accelerated Logistics
is that company.

For that reason alone, Accelerated Services has
implemented powerful state-of-the-art operating systems
to process and track all orders.
What does this mean to you? It means that you have the
ability to request a quote, place an order and track all of
your vehicles without ever having to pick up the phone.
And we make it easy to access all of these tools by making
them readily available for you through your secure client
log-in on our website.

Visit us on-line at:
www.autotrans1.com

It’s quick and easy...
get a quote,
place an order,
track your transport
all on-line!

